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1. Introduction 

 
The Kyoto Protocol, the Paris Agreement, and the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) have been signed by most UN member countries, resulting in a drive for strict 

CO2 emission limits to limit climate change by integrating more green and renewable 

energy technology systems in the transportation, electric power, and manufacturing 

sectors. The global effort to decarbonize modern civilization has sparked increased 

interest in lithium (Li), a fundamental component of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) used 

in green technologies such as electric vehicles (EVs) and renewable energy storage 

systems [1]. Because of their high energy density, low weight, and extended lifespan, 

lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been widely pushed as a possible power source for 

electric vehicles (EVs) to mitigate climate change [2]. 

Lithium demand in the battery sector has almost doubled in the last five years and is 

expected to continue to rise in the near future, owing to three factors: 

(1) To attain a low-carbon/carbon-neutral society, governments will continue to 

promote clean, green, and renewable energy technology. 

(2) An alternative battery storage system on equivalent or better than LIBs is still far 

from being  realized. 

(3) The distinct physical and chemical characteristics of lithium make it essential in 

many applications aside from energy storage devices [3]. 

 
In the proposed work it is discussed the extraction of Lithium through different 

processes and also its production through Recycling and their Environmental impact 

regarding extraction and also recycling. Lithium is a critical component of the 

rechargeable battery industry. According to the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS), batteries account for 65 percent of the lithium end-use market. From personal 

devices to grid storage systems and autos, batteries are a driving force in the modern 

economy. Lithium is a plentiful resource in the lithosphere, and it can be found in 

brines and hard rock deposits [4]. 
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Primary lithium resources can be broken down into ores and brines, while secondary 

resources include spent lithium-ion batteries and electronic wastes. Brines such as those 

found at the Salar de Atacama, one of the world's most important lithium production 

sites, account for around a quarter of the world's lithium supply today. The brine is 

pumped from underground into shallow man-made ponds where the water evaporates, 

containing roughly 25% salt and 75% water by mass. The evaporative process takes 9 

to 14 months, during which time different forms of salt can be harvested at different 

phases of evaporation. The lithium chloride concentrate is then delivered to a 

chemical facility, where unwanted components are eliminated in small amounts. 

Finally, purified lithium chloride is used to make lithium carbonate and lithium 

hydroxide monohydrate. These are the lithium compounds that are sold to producers of 

battery cathodes nowadays [5]. 

However, recycling of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is still in its early stage. Many 

technologies have been developed that include a combination of mechanical processing 

followed by hydrometallurgical or pyrometallurgical processing, generally after thermal 

pre-treatment. All of these approaches have advantages and disadvantages in terms of 

applicability, safety, environmental impact, component recovery efficiency, and cost. 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) now outperform other batteries when it comes to providing 

primary power for electric vehicles and portable electronic devices [6]. The anode is 

usually formed of graphite or lithium-titanate oxide, and the cathode is usually made of 

Li metal oxide. Li-salts, organic solvents (such as diethyl carbonate and ethylene 

carbonate), and additives are routinely used in the electrolyte. A plastic microporous 

membrane is used to make the separator, which prevents direct contact between the 

anode and the cathode. Metals like as Al and Cu are commonly employed as current 

collectors, with Al also serving as the primary material for battery containers [7]. 

The aim is to describe the importance of Lithium extraction for the purpose of 

Automotive industry. So than it is explained primary supply process of lithium and its 

path along the supply chain ending up with the recycling process. Moreover, it is 

discussed the environmental impact of lithium extraction on water and also analyzed 

the impacts of recycling by comparing it with different studies. Recycling, on the other 

hand, has an environmental impact due to the consumption of energy and materials 

during the recovery process. By doing this comparison for the reliability and robustness 
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of the results, we can observe large quantitive change in the GHG emission (kg CO2/kg) 

and Energy Consumption (MJ/KG) due to using a recycled materials under a closed-

loop scenario and comparing with those of using a virgin materials for the 

manufacturing of Traction batteries. 

As a result, recycling methods should be designed to have the least amount of 

environmental impact possible. This might be interpreted as a desire to recover high-

quality valuable materials while reducing energy and resource usage throughout the 

recycling process. It is important to comprehend the mass flux of these wastes in this 

competition. The global weight of retired LIBs is expected to exceed 500,000 tons in 

2021, rising to 1,700,000 tons by 2035, with a global projected business of $3 billion 

[8]. Then, in the next decades, due to the expected increase of LIBs production to 

billions of devices per year, recycling will undeniably be more urgent and strategic than 

ever. 
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 1.1 Operation of Li-ion batteries 
A schematic depiction of a LIB cell and its working principle is shown in Figure 1. 

During the spontaneous redox process (discharge) inside the cell, lithium-ions 

migrate from the anode (negative electrode), via the electrolyte, to the reduced cathode 

(positive electrode). During the charge process, lithium-ion transport is reversed, and 

ions go from the cathode to the anode. To maintain charge balance, electrons pass via 

the external circuit in the same direction as lithium- ions do inside the cell. Electrons 

travel from the electrode active material to the external circuit via the current collector 

(a highly conducting metal) [8]. 

The separator, a microporous membrane positioned between the anode and cathode, 

prevents short-circuiting of the electrodes, ensuring that electrons escape the cell. The 

separator also permits lithium ions to pass through it. The electrolyte that fills the 

separator and encounters the electrodes enables ionic conductivity and mobility both 

between and within the electrodes [9]. 

 
Fig. 1. LIBs components, charge and discharge process and lithium-ion movement in LIBs. 
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2. Extraction of Lithium 
Mineral deposits can be divided into two types: resources, which are "geologically assured 

quantities that are available for exploitation," and reserves, which are "quantities that can be 

exploited under existing technical and socioeconomic conditions". While resources have limited 

real-world value, their conversion into economically recoverable reserves makes them appropriate 

for production and societal usage. However, only a small percentage of resources may be classified 

as recoverable reserves, adding to their economic scarcity [10]. It is important to note that actual 

reserves are dynamic, and change based on a variety of factors such as available technology, 

economic demand, political concerns, and social factors. 

Technological advancements may boost reserves by allowing for the exploration of new deposit 

types or cutting production costs. Due to difficulty determining the ore grade and tonnage in 

advance, deposits that have been exploited for some time can grow or reduce their reserves. 

Depletion and decreasing concentrations may increase recovery costs, thus lowering reserves. 

Declining demand and prices may also reduce reserves, while rising prices or demand may increase 

them. Political decisions, legal issues or environmental policies may prohibit exploitation of 

certain deposits, despite the fact significant resources may be available. 

 
Fig. 2. The distribution of global end-use lithium markets in the last decade. Data obtained from the U. S. 

GeologicalSurvey. 
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Lithium (Li), as the lightest metal and 25th most abundant element on earth, has found various 

important applications in many fields such as ceramics, greases, aerospace, polymers, metal 

additives, and particularly in the Li-ion batteries (Fig.2.) [11]. 

In 2019 the nine countries with the biggest reserves were (in descending order) Chile, Australia, 

Argentina, China, the U.S.A, Canada, Zimbabwe, Brazil and Portugal. In terms of production, the 

pictures lightly vary with Australia, Chile, China, Argentina, the U.S.A, Zimbabwe, Portugal, 

Brazil and Canada being them a in producers, listed in decreasing order of importance [12] 

Lithium is found naturally in minerals, clays, brines, and seawater, with brines and a few ores 

being particularly valuable for exploitation due to the high economic concentration of lithium. 

According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS), lithium resources have expanded 

significantly as a result of ongoing investigation, with more than 53 million tons discovered as 

of2018, while lithium output climbed by 13% to 43,000 tons in 2017. Australia (spodumene 

activities), Chile, and Argentina (brine operations) account for almost 80% of global Li production 

(Fig. 3) (USGS, 2018). 

 
 

Fig. 3. Global lithium production by country (Excludes U. S. production). Data obtained from the 
U.S. Geological Survey 
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Commonly, extracting lithium from these stores includes two methods. One is building a mine, 

extracting the clay or ore, and isolating the metal through a complex process. The second is to 

pump underground water stores to the surface. The resulting pools of briny fluid are cleared out 

to evaporate, and lithium is expelled from the dried salts that remain. 

The first process frequently entailed displacing thousands of acres of dirt and rock (known as 

overburden material), causing disruption to nearby land, and eradicating plant life. The second 

process may require huge amounts of fresh water, which is quite often sourced from wells, streams, 

or aquifers that are also used for farming or drinking water, making fresh water a valuable resource 

in the dry regions where lithium deposits are found. 
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 2.1 Extraction from Brine 

Salt-lake brine is one of the most substantial and potential lithium resources. As shown in (Fig. 

4.), approximately 70% of global lithium reserves exist in salt lake brines, where continental 

brines account for the largest proportion (59%). Brine is a significant potential resource for 

lithium recovery. From an economic and scientific standpoint, the following factors must be 

considered when recovering lithium from brine: I the availability of the pond ground and the 

suitability of the location for solar evaporation, (ii) the concentration of lithium in brine, (iii) the 

ratio of alkaline earth and alkali metals to lithium, and (iv) the complexity of phase chemistry. 

Lithium brine resources are classified into three types: I evaporative, (ii) geothermal, and (iii) oil 

field brines. Approximately 50% of the initial natural brine remains in the residual brine after 

brine evaporation. This phenomenon has been attributed to the precipitated salts' retention of 

lithium. Because the residual brine contains a higher concentration of Mg2+ than Na+ and K+, 

lithium recovery from it is more difficult. 
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Fig.4. Distribution of Potential of lithium resources 
 

 
Lithium recovery from brine does not follow a set of rules because each procedure is unique to 

the brine field's composition. For lithium production from brines, the solar evaporation- 

precipitation process has long been the industry standard commercial procedure. Lithium is 

mined in large quantities from liquid brine pools beneath salt flats known as Salars, the majority 

of which are found in southwestern South America and China. Lithium produced from brines 

presently has the largest share of the world lithium carbonate production particularly because the 

Li extraction from brines with the conventional solar evaporation and precipitation process is still 

the most cost- effective Li production method [13]. 
Lithium brine recovery is usually a simple but time-consuming process that can take anywhere 

from a few months to a few years. The subsurface Salar brine resources must be accessed 

through drilling, and the brine must then be pumped to the surface and dispersed to evaporation 

ponds. The brine is left in the evaporation pond for months or years until solar evaporation has 

removed most of the liquid water content. Salar brines are highly concentrated and often contain 

potassium and sodium in addition to lithium. While waiting for the lithium content to reach a 

concentration that is suitable for further processing, facilities often operate many large 

evaporation ponds of varying ages, and may extract additional metals (e.g., potassium) from 

younger ponds. 
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As brine lakes are found at high altitudes and in low-rainfall zones, solar evaporation is an 

excellent method for lithium extraction. The crystalline species and the order of sedimentation in 

brines are determined by their initial chemical composition, therefore the recovery procedures 

and operations of different brine lakes are usually distinct. On the saline systems, owing to 

varying amounts of cations and anions, a large range of ionic salts can be formed, such as 

chloride, sulfate, and carbonate. The brine composition determines the processes selected and 

operation difficulty. In particular, the critical factor Mg/Li ratio increases the complicity, which 

can be attributed to the nearly identical properties between Mg2+ and Li+ [13]. Brine with a low 

Mg content (Mg/Li mass ratio 6) is typically injected into a series of ponds (thousands of acres) 

for solar evaporation. 
Table 1. The properties of some salt lakes in China 

Unfortunately, most known brines around the globe have high Mg/Li ratio. In China, over 80% 

lithium exist in brines and often have higher Mg/Li ratio (the highest reaching up to 1837:1) 

compared to those in South America (Table. 1). Hence, a significant number of studies have been 

carried out to investigate the separation of Mg and Li and the recovery of Li from the brines with 

high Mg/Li ratios [14]. 

In literature various technique has been reported for separation and purification of lithium are 

reviewed below. Recently, [15] have proposed general flow sheet for production of lithium from 

brine and seawater. In the proposed process ion-exchange, liquid-liquid extraction, adsorption, 

and electrodialysis are the important hydrometallurgy process needed for concentrating the 

lithium prior to production has been proposed [16]. Recovery of lithium from both brine and 

synthetic brine through the various process has been reviewed bellow and summarized in 

Table.2. 
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Table. 2 The following are the main processes from extracting lithium from brine. 

 
 

  2.1.1 Conventional precipitation processes 

This procedure can be used in arid climates to allow for significant evaporation of brine water in 

large-scale ponds. Because brine lakes are found at high altitudes and in locations with little 

rainfall, solar evaporation is an excellent method for extracting lithium. The crystalline 

species and the order of sedimentation in brines are determined by their initial chemical 

composition, therefore the recovery procedures and operations of different brine lakes are 

usually distinct. Typically, the brines that ideally contain a low Mg (Mg/Li mass ratio < 6) are 

pumped into a series of ponds (thousands of acres) for solar evaporation. It generally takes 

several months (between 1.5 to 2 years for SQM operation in Atacama, Chile) to obtain the end 

lithium production. NEO Lithium company has completed a bench-scale evaporation cycle 

without the need of additives, concentrating brine up to 3.8% Li [17].  

Reacting lithium with aluminum and precipitating lithium- aluminate is an alternative method 

for lithium precipitation. This method has received a lot of attention as a green alternative to the 
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evaporation-precipitation method. The process has shown excellent performance for lithium-

precipitation and Li/Mg separation. 

As an improvement to this process. It has been shown that magnesium could be removed from 

the brines in an initial MgAlCO3-layered double hydroxide material (MgAlCO3-LDHs) 

precipitation step, effectively removing Mg from 117 g/L to 0.02 g/L. The conventional 

evaporation-precipitation method can have a significant impact on ecosystems, particularly 

evaporating water from locations with dry climate. The process presents poor recovery and 

expensive capital investment [18]. A general illustration of lithium extraction process is given in 

Fig.5. 

Fig.5. General flowsheet of evaporation and crystallization [19] 
 
 
 

  2.1.2 Lithium Recovery via Solvent Extraction 
 

Lithium solvent extraction is essentially a stand-alone process, whereas adsorption and ion 

exchange typically require an additional concentration step, either through smaller solar 

evaporation ponds, forced (artificial) evaporation, or solvent extraction, before the purified 

solution can be converted to the final product. Solvent extraction is perhaps the most widely used 

technique for the separation and purification of metals ions and it is promising for selective 

removal of residual Mg from Li-rich brine. solvent extraction has the advantages of low chemical 

and energy consumption, low waste generation, recyclable extractants, and simple equipment 

requirements, and it has been tested on the pilot scale in China for the lithium recovery. The 

method is developed based on the TBP/FeCl3 system patented in 1970 by Nelli and Arthur, which 

has a high selectivity of Li+ over Mg2+ in chloride media. Using a specific chelating agent such 
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as trioctylphosphine oxide or tributyl phosphate, the solvent extraction method can selectively 

extract lithium in the presence of other metal ions. This approach uses as extractants, large 

quantities of organic solvents, which not only corrodes process equipment, but also pollutes the 

environment. Therefore, developing sustainable lithium extraction technology from water 

resources is becoming a crucial issue [20]. Several studies have brought to light more sustainable 

extraction and separation of Li from brines using innovative organic systems, these methods are 

mentioned below. 

• Neutral extraction systems. 
 

• Synergistic solvent extraction systems. 
 

• Room temperature ionic liquid systems. 
 

• Crown ether systems. 

 
 2.1.3 Lithium Recovery via Electrochemical processes 

 
An electrochemical method for lithium extraction was firstly proposed by [21]. They conducted 

preliminary research on a system in which -MnO2 was used as the working electrode in various 

metal chloride solutions. The electrochemical ion pump refers to the working electrode, which has 

specific characteristics such as ion-sieves (EIP). Taking advantage of the electrochemical 

insertion, the system demonstrated excellent performance and considerable feasibility in Li 

extraction from brines. The basic idea behind selective EIP is to capture Li+ from brine and 

release it into a recovery solution. This electrochemical Li extraction is a promising technique that 

requires the most critical factor: highly effective electrodes with excellent selectivity, competitive 

Li capacity, long-term stability, and minimal energy consumption. 

The principle of rocking-chair LIBs is used to create electrochemical battery technology. It's 

thought to be a promising method for recovering lithium from salt-lake brines and seawater. It is 

made up of a variety of lithium selective and counter electrodes with unique structures capable of 

separating Li+ from other ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and so on). Because positive electrodes of 

batteries have a high lithium selectivity, a recovery solution with a high Li purity can be easily 

obtained. This method outperforms other methods such as precipitation and ion sieve in terms of 

Li separation efficiency [22]. It has several advantages, including low energy consumption and 

initial investment, high lithium insertion capacity, high reversibility, a green lithium 
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intercalation/deintercalation process, and the absence of chemical reagents and purification in 

industrial operations. Due to the limited stability of electrodes and the concentration of the 

aqueous solution, the growth of industrial applications has been modest in recent years. Practical 

uses are further limited by the substantial initial investment required by electrode materials. Many 

tests have been carried out utilizing a variety of electrode materials and aqueous solutions with 

diverse properties. In future large-scale practical applications, the electrochemical-battery 

technique shows tremendous importance and enormous potential for lithium extraction [23]. 

 

Many researchers are investigating the improvement of the electrochemical Li extraction 

systems, and the recent developments are presented as follow: 

• Salt-capturing battery system 

• Selective-exchange battery system 

• Rocking-chair battery system. 

 
  2.1.4 Lithium Recovery via Adsorption 

 
Adsorption approach has now developed into an excellent candidate method for extracting Li 

from brines. Adsorbents, such as ion-sieve oxides, present an efficient ion recognition and 

screening performance for specific metal ions extraction. Lithium can be easily selected over 

alkaline and alkaline-earth metal ions from brines by using lithium-ion sieves (LIS). The LIS can 

be mainly divided into two types of adsorbents: 

The spinel lithium manganese oxide (LMO) type with high adsorption rate and superior lithium 

selectivity, and the lithium titanium oxide (LTO) type with low dissolution loss and long 

recyclability [23]. Other inorganic hydrous oxide ion-sieves have also been proposed, including 

LiSbO3, LiNbO3, LiMg0.5Mn1.5O4, LiAlMnO4, and LiFeMnO4. Typically, the corresponding 

precursors present a stable framework and transfer to adsorbents by striping the target ions from 

crystal sites. Recently, the synthesis processes and Li extraction performances of ion-sieves have 

been extensively studied [24]. A variety of modifications and innovative structures of ion-sieves 

have also been proposed. Fig.6 demonstrates the comparison of several ion-sieves on Li 

adsorption capacities. 
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Fig.6. The comparison of lithium adsorption capacities by different ion-sieves. 
 
 
 

Adsorption can be carried by two different processes, such as: 
 

• Lithium manganese oxide (LMO) 
 

• Lithium titanium oxide (LTO) 
 

  2.1.5 Lithium Recovery Using Membrane Technologies 
 

Membrane technology has been used in industrial applications for several decades as a viable 

solution for value extraction and separation [25]. Because of its advantages of great energy 

efficiency and ease of operation in a continuous process, membrane-based separation technology 

is seen as a potential and ecologically friendly alternative for lithium recovery. With the 

techniques of Donnan exclusion, dielectric exclusion, and steric hindrance, a nanofiltration 

membrane may collect monovalent ions without the need of chemicals. Using low-grade heat, 

membrane distillation crystallization can produce fresh water while also recovering minerals 

from high- concentration brine. Ionic liquids, ion-imprinted polymers, and ion sieves are all 

highly selective adsorbents for Li+ that are immobilized onto the membrane carriers by the 

supported liquid membrane, ion-imprinted membrane, and ion-sieve membrane, respectively. 
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These adsorption membrane-based technologies can boost adsorption capacity, reduce energy 

consumption, and allow for continuous operation when compared to traditional solvent 

extraction methods (easy regeneration). Furthermore, monovalent selective ion-exchange 

membranes are used as the separation media in electricity-driven membrane-based technologies 

such as selective electrodialysis and capacitive deionization of permselective exchange 

membranes to efficiently separate monovalent cations/anions under the electric field [26]. 

Membrane technology as a novel method for lithium extraction from brines has been reported 

recently, which are reviewed as follows: 

• Nanofiltration (NF) 

• Electrodialysis (ED) 

• Liquid membrane electrodialysis 
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 2.2 Minerals Ore 

Lithium extraction from minerals is primarily done with minerals occurring in pegmatite 

formations. However, pegmatite is rather challenging to exploit due to its hardness in 

conjunction with generally problematic access to the belt-like deposits they usually occur in. 

Recent estimations evaluate pegmatites as 23% to 30% of the lithium identified reserves. 

Extracting lithium from ores has higher operating costs than conventional extraction from brine, 

however, the theory of supply and demand makes the processing economically prudent because 

of the increasing price of lithium. Lithium-rich pegmatites, despite being one of the main sources 

of lithium worldwide, are very rare in comparison to pegmatites, forming less than 0.1% of the 

family. The lithium minerals containing lithium inside those pegmatites are numerous and their 

lithium content great varies [27]. Recovery rates for mining typically range from 60 to 70%, 

although significant treatment is required for transforming the produced Li into a marketable 

form. 

Some of the Li containing minerals are listed below in the Table 3. 
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Table 3. Principal lithium-bearing 
 

 

 
  2.2.1. Spodumene 

 
Spodumene is the most important lithium mineral in pegmatites, amblygonite (LiAlPO4(F,OH)) 

is widespread but rarely of economic importance, and petalite, eucryptite (LiAlSiO4) and 

lepidolite (KLi2AlSi4O10F2) are less common. Pegmatite is the name of a vast family that 

comprises, among other things, lithium aluminosilicates. Pegmatites are classified as either 

granitic or non-granitic. Spodumene is a pegmatitic granitic granitic granitic granitic granitic 

granitic granitic gran Pegmatites that form a pluton are referred to as a group due to their distinct 

nature. Pegmatite groups share a granitic source but differ owing to the type of the source, depth, 

and so on [28]. In the case of spodumene, a relation between its phases and other lithium 

aluminosilicates, such as eucryptite or petalite, exists in a quartz-saturated environment (Fig 7 ). 

This relationship between α- spodumene, β-spodumene and γ-spodumene, which is named 

virgilite, shows that the crystallization of the minerals must have occurred under about 700 °C 

since β-spodumene does not occur naturally and virgilite is very rare and mostly found as 

inclusions. 
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Fig 7,  Stability relations among eucryptite (LiAlSiO4), α-spodumene (LiAlSi2O6), petalite (LiAlSi4O10), 

 β-spodumene (LiAlSi5O12) and virgilite (LiAlSi5O12).
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The α, β, γ System 

 
Spodumene is an aluminosilicate of lithium. It has been described for the first time in 1800 for an 

occurrence in Üto, Sweden [29]. Its name is derived from ancient Greek spodumenos, which 

means “burnt to ashes”, due to its grey ash-like color when grinded. Its color ranges from green 

to purple. Spodumene can produce two kinds of gems, hiddenite (green), and kunzite (purple). 

The mineral is mostly associated with quartz and albite, with sometimes traces of beryl. 

Geologists only call it spodumene. However, in the lithium industry, the mined natural material 

is referred to as α-spodumene. Its chemical formula is LiAlSi2O6 and it has a monoclinic 

structure and a density of 3.184 g/cm3. 

The second phase is called β-spodumene or spodumene-II. It is the most known phase of the 

system, due to its reactivity towards extraction. It is obtained after high temperature treatment of 

α-spodumene and is the base mineral of almost every lithium extraction processes. It has a 

tetragonal structure and a density of 2.374 g/cm3. It has the particularity to be present in the 

Li2O–Al2O3–SiO2 ternary equilibrium system. Therefore, it is possible to synthesize it directly 

into this form following, for example, the LiAlO2 + Al6Si2O13 = 3Al2O3 + β-LiAlSi2O6 

reaction [30]. The third phase is less known and has several different names. It is referred to as 

virgilite, γ- spodumene or spodumene-III. It has a hexagonal structure and a density of 2.399 

g/cm3. The formation of a pure γ-spodumene sample has not been reported yet. Moreover, γ- 

spodumene’s peaks are fewer in number and lower in intensity, making it difficult to identify γ- 

spodumene in a sample. The phase transitions occur during the thermal treatment via a 

phenomenon called decrepitation. The latter is an expansion of the crystal lattice of the 

compound after reaching a determined temperature. 

Fig.8. Transitions occurring at high temperature 
(above 900 ◦C) in the spodumene system. 
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The α-spodumene to β-spodumene transition occurs above 950 °C and is endothermic. The 

crystal lattice expands massively (27%) during the phase transition. The γ-spodumene is known 

to appear before the β-spodumene [31] but is metastable and transitions to β-spodumene at 

higher temperatures. The transitions existing within the spodumene system can be summarized as 

follows (Fig.8). Every single transition is irreversible. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Flow sheets to produce lithium 
compounds from mineral sources. Few 

steps, such as   electrodialysis, have only been 
tested in feasibility studies [32] 
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The lithium compounds production from minerals follows a simple succession of steps. Every raw 

mineral must be grinded before being cleaned. A heat treatment is then applied before roasting. 

The process allows the recovery of lithium but not the production of technical lithium hydroxide 

of lithium carbonate. Another step, such as carbonation or electrodialysis is needed (Fig.9). 

 
 

The Traditional Process 
 

When it comes to the actual phase conversion of spodumene, the process has been known since 

the 1950s. The process has been patented [33] and, still nowadays, heavily dominates the lithium 

production industry. This process starts with the crushing of spodumene ore. The cause behind the 

grinding of the spodumene is an acceleration of the heat transfer between the surrounding 

atmosphere and the mineral. The crushed mineral is then heated in a furnace at, at least, 1000 °C 

for 30 minutes. The thermal treatment will allow the α-spodumene to decrepitate into β-

spodumene. This process is stated to be exclusive to spodumene. The other lithium-bearing 

minerals being impossible to decrepitate using this method. It was the first process to efficiently 

extract lithium from spodumene (85% to 90% lithium yield at the time) and was scaled up shortly 

after [34]. The lithium extraction went from total digestion of minerals such as lepidolite 

(K(Li,Al)3(Si,Al)4O10(F,OH)2) or amblygonite ((Li,Na)AlPO4(F,OH)) followed by complex 

purification to selective extraction of lithium.The process is based on the higher reactivity of β-

spodumene towards sulphuric acid. The acid is brought into contact with the β-spodumene and 

heated at about 250 °C. It is reported that the temperature can go as low as 200 °C but cannot 

reach higher than 300 °C, temperature at which the sulphuric acid starts to decompose. The acid 

excess must be at least 30% to ensure the availability of the protons after reactions with impurities 

such as potassium or sodium. Depending on the grade of the ore, acid excess can go up to 140%. 

The reaction between the sulphuric acid and the spodumene is presented below: 

 
2 LiAlSi2O6 (s) +   H2SO4 (𝑙) → 2HAlSi2O6 (s) + Li2SO4(s) 
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After the reaction between the acid and the concentrate, the lithium sulfate is leached by water in 

which it is dissolved while leaving the least concentrate in its solid state. The lithium sulfate can 

thereafter be precipitated as is or transformed into lithium chloride or lithium carbonate. 

 
Hence, β-spodumene has a more open structure. This structure would allow the diffusion of ions 

through its matrix via a pseudo-Brownian movement. This statement was later confirmed by 

crystallographic studies [35] which confirmed that the structure of β-spodumene presents 

pseudo-zeolithic channels in which protons and lithium cations are free to move. The 

aluminosilicate portion of β-spodumene is in fact isostructural to keatite, which presents those 

channels. An important heat production is observed during the acid roasting around 175 °C. This 

exothermic reaction is linked to the formation of liquid lithium bisulfate (LiHSO4) as a reaction 

intermediate. since it has a melting point of around 170 °C. This process was so efficient and 

easy to implement that it has been considered the one and only method of extracting lithium from 

spodumene in the lithium industry. 

From there, two major steps can be pointed out: 
 
 

• Extraction from β-spodumene 

• Decrepitation of α-spodumene 
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3. Recycling of Li-ion Batteries 

With the rapid development of lithium-ion batteries and electric vehicles in recent years, lithium 

battery recovery has emerged as a hot research topic [36]. More than 3000 research papers have 

been published on this topic between 2008 and 2018. Basically, there are two steps combined in 

the recycling process of LIBs (Fig. 10). In the beginning, the mechanical recycling process (also 

known as the physical recycling process) entails crushing, screening, and separation, which are all 

steps in the disassembly process. The goal of this is to returning lithium-ion batteries from 

electric vehicles by means of a process separation of the cell into particles that can be retrieved by 

the environment chemical reprocessing.  

 

Fig. 10. A comprehensive process of recycling of lithium-ion battery from EVs. 

 

The following are the primary challenges in the physical process: 

 
a) In EVs, the battery pack container has a different design and connection. 

 
b) Variations in battery module size and design, as well as variable battery management systems. 

 
c) During the disassembly procedure, the lithium-ion battery may explode. 
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d) Harmful gases and hazardous compounds may be formed during the dissolving and 

dissolution of the battery, polluting the environment. 

e) Automation of the disassembly process [37]. 

 
Chemical recycling (metallurgy procedures include pyro-, hydro-, bio-metallurgy, and 

combination approaches) is carried out based on the work of the first stage. The goal of the 

second stage is to recycle precious metals and raw materials, particularly cobalt and lithium, 

from wasted batteries [38]. 

The following are the primary obstacles at this stage: 

 
a) Energy usage. 

 
b) The breadth and diversity of recovery methods. 

 
c) Pollution-related environmental consequences. 

 
d) Investments and expenditures determined by economies of scale. 

 
e) Recycling efficiency 

 
Furthermore, before recycling lithium-ion batteries from electric vehicles (EVs) there is the 

opportunity of a second use of lithium-ion batteries. According to study by [39], batteries 

with a residual capacity of 70–80 % cannot be employed in electric vehicles but they can be 

exploited for domestic uses. 
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 3.1 Mechanical recycling process 

  3.1.1 Process of returning spent lithium-ion batteries out of EVs 
 

The battery pack enclosure, which comprises battery modules and a battery management 

system, is normally found at the bottom of an electric vehicle (BMS). To ensure high voltage 

and capacity, the battery module is coupled in series and parallel with a lithium battery. In 

most cases, a module contains more than one hundred cells. As a result, an electric car's 

overall battery count may reach 1000. (Tesla electric car has more than 7000 batteries). The 

battery pack is dismantled into a battery module, and the battery module is dismantled into a 

single cell in the mechanical recycling process. It is then crushed into granules and screened 

for further recycling. With the rise of electric vehicles, a vast number of battery packs 

containing millions of wasted lithium-ion batteries, will be a major concern for humans in 

the not too distant future [15]. 

 

Disassembly planning and assessment of automation potentials forspent lithium-ion 

batteries. 

With the impact on the environment and resources in mind, finding efficient and safe techniques 

to extract the lithium battery from the battery pack during the recovery process has become a 

major research topic. As a result, researchers proposed several ideas to attain this goal. Some 

authors [40] demonstrated how the disassembly process can be automated using a flexible 

gripper technology (Fig. 11) [41]. 
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Fig. 11. Semi-automated disassembly concepts for recycling of Batterypack. 
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[42] Depicted a more tangible notion of semi-automated disassembly processes on the 

autonomously recycling lithium-ion battery recycling process. The main point was that before 

disassembling a spent battery, each component (including the battery pack, module, and cell) 

should be tested for performance. A modular method with separation, detection, control and 

sub modules is used to evaluate several sensors for intelligent pack disassembly. 

 
  Intelligent integration of disassembly system 

A properly disassemble sequence is required to improve the efficiency of the recycling 

process. The methodical assessment approach was used to solve the complexity challenge in 

dismounting the EV battery pack, as shown in Fig. 12. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Intelligent and Integrated disassembly system of Battery packs. 

 
First, a product study was performed to determine the specifications of the battery pack. 
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Second, a special software program was used to determine the disassembly sequences. The 

possibility for automation was then assessed using a criteria checklist, and the final 

disassembly sequences were established using a bar chart. This method has the advantages of 

being intuitive, simple to envision, and having the ability to visualize complex product 

structures. Furthermore, this integrated method can depict disassembly objects while also 

displaying joining processes and disassembly timeframes [43]. Even though various concepts 

for solving the automation problem have been developed, the integrated system and 

intelligent workstation continue to play a significant part in the recycling process. 

[44] Implement a new disassembly system and workstation based on the Audi Hybrid battery 

system to improve the efficiency of automation mechanical treatment. To ensure a possible 

disassembly order, a disassembly matrix and disassembly priority graphs were created. 

According to their findings, the efficiency of workstations will improve when workers and 

intelligent robots collaborate. Meanwhile, based on the results of the big data analysis, the 

location of the lithium battery recycling factory should include transportation costs. 

 
 

  3.1.2 Further treatment of recovery processes 
 

The focus lays on removing hazardous sources and separating the components of wasted 

LIBs  to recover the raw material more efficiently. Crashing, screening, and separation are all 

common steps in the process. Mechanical crushing and separation are common technologies 

used in the secondary recycling process [45]. After the suitable mechanical conditioning 

treatment, materials such as anode, cathode, electrolyte, and separator can be obtained. 

Mechanical conditioning separates cell materials using various combination, size, and 

concentration methods. 

[46] Proposed a novel approach for separating the coating and foil of used lithium-ion battery 

electrodes. Thermogravimetric analysis, tape adhesion tests, atomic absorption spectroscopy, 

particle size analysis, and gravimetric sieve analysis were used to characterize the process. It 

can be found that 97.1% w/w of the electrode coating can be regained with aluminum 

impurities of only 0.1% w/ w, which is 30 times purer than the comparison process. The 
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details about crushing step process and closed-loop Li-ion battery is analyzed by [47]. 
 
 

 3.2 Metallurgy processes 
The recovery methods of components on LIB cells, particularly cathode materials, can be 

separated into hydrometallurgy, pyrometallurgy, bio metallurgy and also a combination of these 

methods, after mechanical processes. Fig 13 illustrates a flow diagram of a typical recycling 

process [41]. 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Flow chart showing typical recycling processes. 
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  3.2.1 Pyrometallurgy 
Thermal treatment is used in pyrometallurgy to breakdown the components of wasted LIBs. 

There are usually two steps in this procedure. To begin, wasted LIBs are heated to a low 

temperature in a furnace to limit the risk of bursting and evaporation of the electrolyte. Second, 

all plastics and solvents are burned at a higher temperature, causing slag and alloy formation. 

The alloy, which is made up of cobalt, nickel, copper, and iron, is frequently subjected to 

hydrometallurgical and bio metallurgical processing. Some companies, such as Umicore, 

Accurec, Sony, Onto, and Inmetco, have successfully yoked pyrometallurgical technologies to 

aqueous processes [48]. 

Copper, nickel, and cobalt could be effectively recycled using this procedure, resulting in refined 

and collected alloys. Other dangerous compounds, such as solvents and polymers, are burned, 

which give a significant amount of process energy while also removing their toxicity. 

Furthermore, several spent LIBs can be handled at the same time, lowering production costs, and 

simplifying operations on a wide scale. Pyrometallurgy is frequently used in the manufacturing 

industry. For batteries that do not contain Ni or Co metals, the economics are not favorable, 

leaving the future recycling of LIBs as an unresolved problem. 

 
  3.2.2 Hydrometallurgy and bio metallurgy 

All spent LIBs are initially discharged, deconstructed, and split into outer casing, cathode, 

anode, and separator. The primary goal of these methods is to recover valuable metals from 

cathode; they include pre-treatment, leaching, and deep recycling techniques. To remove active 

material from Al foil, pre- treatment includes N-Methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) dissolving, 

ultrasonic treatment, and alkaline leaching. Then, to put precious metals into solution, leaching 

treatments such as acid-leaching and bioleaching are performed. Finally, deep recycling 

procedures like solvent extraction, precipitation, or electrochemistry make it easier to separate 

metals in solution [49]. 
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Pre-treatment 

The cathodes are submerged in Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) solution to dissolve Al foils into 

solution in the alkaline leaching processes. Al foils and active compounds are effectively separated 

after washing with water and filtering [50]. The following is the reaction of Al foils in NaOH: 

 
 

2AL + 2NaOH + 2𝐻20 → 2NaAl𝑂2 + 3𝐻2 

 
 

NMP ultrasonic treatment is currently being widely used to benefit from both NMP dissolving and 

ultrasonic treatment. [49] Used an ultrasonic apparatus with NMP as the ultrasonic solvent to 

conduct an experiment at ambient temperature. According to the findings of the experiments, this 

strategy not only reduces separation time but also has a positive impact on environmental health 

because the evaporation of NMP at 100 °C is exceedingly poisonous and unhealthy for humans. 

 
Acid-leaching 

Acid leaching has become the most extensively used approach in both academic and industrial 

research in recent years. To isolate and recover a marketable product, this method takes advantage 

of the chemical characteristics of metals in aqueous solution. In one of the most used method [51], 

valuable metals from cathode materials are leached out using either inorganic acids, such as 

H2SO4, HNO3, HCl, or various organic acids, such as succinic, ascorbic, aspartic, malic, oxalic, 

and citric, as well as reducing agents (e.g., H2O2, NaHSO3, Na2SO3), which make the various 

metal-forms easily dissolve in the acid solutions through oxidizing them to higher oxidation states. 

Other authors [52] investigated the sulfuric, nitric, and hydrochloric acid leaching of 

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 cathode. The leaching efficiency in HCl solution is maximum because 

the presence of chloride ions reduces the stability of surface-layer formation, resulting in the 

dissolution process. The best conditions for leaching out all valuable metals, according to tests, 

were a 4 M HCl solution at 90 °C and an 18-hour leaching interval. 

Then, it has been also studied [53] the leaching of LiCoO2, Li2CoMn3O8, and (Li0.85Ni0.05) 

(NiO2) cathodes with  H2SO4 and a reducing agent (NaHSO3). This experiment found that 

cathodes could gain 87.9 % of Mn, 96.4 % of Ni, 91.6 % of Co, and 96.7 % of Li under ideal 

circumstances of 0.075 M NaHSO3 and 1 M H2SO4 at 95 °C with a 4 h leaching time. 
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Bioleaching 

Because of its ecologically friendly, low-cost approach and improved efficiency, bioleaching has 

been regarded a promising technique to replace traditional acid-leaching. To convert insoluble 

metals into solution, this method takes advantage of interactions between low-grade trash or ores 

and living microorganisms (fungi and bacteria). Autotrophic-cells involving iron (II)-oxidizing 

bacteria and sulfur compound oxidation are frequently used in bacterial bioleaching to generate a 

variety of metabolites such as ferric ions and acid sulfuric. For the first time, [54] Investigated this 

approach to recover several valuable metals from LIB cathode materials (such as LiFePO4, 

LiMn2O4, and LiNi xCoyMn1-x-yO2). 98 % of Li from LiFePO4, 96 %of Mn and 95 % of Li 

from LiMnO2, and roughly 95 % of four metals from LiNixCoyMn1-x-yO2 were recovered in the 

experiment. 

Fungal leaching is more capable of tolerating harmful chemicals than bacterial leaching. To date, 

fungi such as Penicillium chrysogenum, Aspergillus niger, and Penicillium simplicissimum have 

been used to excrete metabolites in the form of organic acids that act as dissolving and chelating 

agents with metals from a variety of waste materials and ores. Some studies [55] investigated the 

fungal bioleaching of spent LIBs using Aspergillus niger in the wide-ranging conditions to recycle 

Ni, Co, Al, Mn, Li, and Cu metals. The experimental results indicated that 38% of Ni, 45% of Co, 

65% of Al, 70% of Mn, 95% of Li and 100% of Cu were recovered. 

 
Deep recycling techniques. 

The important metals could be selectively separated from mixtures of leach fluid using a variety of 

methods (e.g., solvent extraction, precipitation, electrochemistry, and combination methods) after 

several pre-treatment and leaching procedures. Using a variety of extractants, the solvent extraction 

method is commonly used to extract and separate various metals from filtrate. Precious metals are 

also precipitated using the chemical precipitation process. Lithium can be precipitated by adding 

oxalic acid (H2C2O4), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), or phosphoric acid to the leaching solution 

(H3PO4). NaOH, ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), dimethylglyoxime, and potassium 

permanganate are commonly used to precipitate other metals including Co, Ni, and Mn (KMnO4) 

[56]. In fact, both methods are usually combined to gain highly effective separation. 

Another method is to use hydrometallurgy to recover several precious metals from the sulfuric acid 

leaching liquid of used LIB cathodes [57]. First, after purification, nickel ions were selectively 

precipitated and recovered using dimethylglyoxime. Second, using Co-loaded D2EHPA and a 
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solvent-extraction technique, Mn and Co were separated. Finally, sodium carbonate and 

ammonium oxalate were used to precipitate Li and Co in the forms of Li2CO3 and CoC2O4.2H2O, 

respectively, to recover Li and Co. The proportion of recycling efficiency under optimum 

conditions gained as following: 81% of Li, 98% of Co, 99%, of Ni and 97% of  Mn. 
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4. Environmental Impacts 
4.1 Impacts of extraction of Li Brine 

A mineral resource differs from a mineral reserve since it is a concentration of minerals at a 

known location with known size and character, whereas a mineral reserve is an estimate of the 

tonnage and mineral content within a mineral deposit that can be extracted from a technical-

economical point of view. Annual sales of electric vehicles (EVs) are predicted to exceed 40 

million by 2028, demanding a $10 billion– $12 billion investment in the worldwide lithium 

industry over the next decade to meet global demand [58]. 

However, the anticipated increase in the production of lithium-ion batteries, as well as the 

associated extraction and processing of lithium, has prompted major worries about the potential 

implications and impacts. The currently prevalent method of extracting lithium from natural 

brines, for instance, results in the loss of approximately 95% of the brine-extracted water, 

significantly depleting natural aquifers on which residents rely [59]. 

The brine is first pumped from the subsurface space, where it exists as enormous, underground 

saline lakes (or salars), into a succession of large, shallow open-air evaporation ponds. The goal is 

to raise the concentration of brine via natural evaporation driven by the sun and wind. Given that 

salar brines are found at high elevations and in arid places, evaporation using sun and wind energy 

is very cost effective. Using this evaporative method, a series of ponds can be created and built in 

such a way that salts of various ions can be harvested progressively, until the concentration of 

lithium in the form of lithium chloride reaches roughly 6,000 parts per million. Undesirable 

chemical components must be removed from the mixture before the lithium chloride can be 

pumped out and delivered to a treatment plant for further processing. Borates, for example, are 

removed using solvent extraction procedures, while magnesium is removed by precipitating 

magnesium cations with lime. Soda ash is added to the brine concentrate to precipitate lithium 

carbonate. 
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In some circumstances, the solid lithium carbonate is dissolved and re-precipitated several times 

until it reaches the requisite battery-grade purity. In general, it can take anywhere from one to two 

years from the time the brine is pumped from the ground to the time the finished lithium product 

is processed [60]. 

 
Furthermore, evaporation technology provides toxicity concerns to flora and fauna (i.e., plant and 

animal life) through unintentional leaks or spills, and might potentially impact communities, 

ecosystems, and agricultural activities. The Lithium Triangle has had an arid climate for a long 

time. Volcanic and hydrothermal activity that leach lithium from volcanic rocks and drain it 

underground to the aquifer produce concentrated brines in a confined evaporitic basin with a salt 

flat and salty lagoons or brines [61]. The separation of lithium from brines (very saline solutions 

with salt concentrations more than that of ordinary saltwater) differs dramatically from that of solid 

rock. Additional natural elements, like as sodium chloride, are usually present in the brine mixture; 

the real lithium level ranges between 0.01 and 0.2 percent. The cations contained in the brine 

combination in total are Na+, Li+, K+, Mg2+, and Ca [62]. 

 
Significant quantities of lithium can be found in waste storage ponds, tailings piles, processed 

waters, evaporate basins, and transported products, in addition to the toxic chemicals used in 

lithium processing; these have biophysical consequences that could negatively impact human 

metabolism, neuronal communication, soil ecology, and aquatic life. Furthermore, evaporation 

ponds are generally lined with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as a protective barrier, which may fail and 

allow pollutants into the environment [63]. Environmental effect evaluation tools, such as life-

cycle assessment, which are used in other engineering disciplines, are considerably constrained in 

mining due to a lack of well-defined measurable impact categories (e.g., water toxicity, 

eutrophication) and functional units. In many life-cycle assessment studies, functional units are 

employed to quantify production. For example, brine evaporitic technology can have negative 

effects on water usage, flora and fauna, waste generation and disposal, and land subsidence, 

although there have been few studies that link the amount of lithium generated to the intensity of 

these environmental problems. According to some estimates, evaporative technique consumes 

around 500,000 gallons of water each ton of lithium extracted [18]. 
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According to the Chilean government's Committee of Non-Metallic Mining, the amount of water 

pumped out of Salar de Atacama grew by 21% between 2000 and 2015. As a result, local 

groundwater levels in certain areas have dropped by up to one meter per year. In arid locations 

like the lithium triangle, groundwater is critical for human consumption, livestock, crop irrigation, 

and local plant species, therefore contamination is a legitimate concern [64]. 

It is critical to distinguish between the two forms of water that are extensively used in lithium 

mining from brines. The first form of water is brine, which has a high ionic strength of at least 

170 g/ L total dissolved solids (TDS), with TDS values typically exceeding 300 g/L. The second 

type of water is fresh water, with a salinity of less than 10 g/L TDS. Brine water is found within 

the salar's boundaries. Fresh water can be found at the salar basin's edge in free aquifers, alluvial 

fans, and fluvial system deposits. Water for industrial usage is obtained through wells drilled and 

collected from freshwater reservoirs, however this water is frequently unfit for human use without 

further treatment [65]. The volume of evaporated water is enormous, and it should be kept far 

away from human or animal use. Except for small-scale sodium chloride makers, who also 

evaporate brine, no one was using brine water before lithium mining corporations began 

extraction. Because the total salts concentration in brine is 9 times higher than in sea water, it is not 

appropriate for drinking and has no use for irrigation. Brine water is frequently thought to be a 

static deposit. Even in the absence of any exploitation, brine water is in dynamic equilibrium with 

the environment, with a gradual turnover controlled by evaporation and recharging from the rare 

rains. 

The second point of contention is fresh water. Separate wells are utilized by mining corporations 

for their own supply of fresh water, which is utilized in various stages of the extraction/purification 

process. Deionization will be used to purify some of the fresh water. The creation of the 

concentrated lime solution and the purification of lithium carbonate will need the most 

fresh/deionized water (washing, re-dissolution, and re-precipitation of primary lithium carbonate). 

According to data published by Argentina's Provincial and National Mining Offices, 5 to 50 m3 of 

fresh water are required per ton of final battery grade Li2CO3 produced. This may not appear to be 

a large volume, but it is being pumped out of parched country [18]. 

 
It's easy to see why both residents and environmentalists are keeping a close eye on how mining 

corporations use fresh water. However, there is concern regarding possible interactions between 

the different aquifers, such as brine water and fresh water. 
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The most significant impact is on the availability of fresh water. Because water is the key limiting 

ecological component in such an arid environment, if lithium mining disrupts the region's hydric 

balance, it will have an impact on local flora and fauna. Microbial activity in the surroundings of 

salars and in the salars themselves has a less obvious potential impact. Stromatolites have recently 

been discovered in great numbers in many areas throughout the Lithium Triangle. This location is 

one of the few places on the planet where both fossil and living stromatolites can be found. 

Furthermore, due to the harsh climatic and geographic conditions, such as extremely high salinity 

and solar irradiation, as well as extreme pH values and high arsenic content, these stromatolites 

(blue-green algae) are particularly interesting, as their study could shed a lot of light on the origins 

and early stages of life on Earth [68]. 
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 4.2 Impacts of Recycling 
Due to the chemical and energy-intensive nature of the recycling processes, there is still debate on 

whether battery recycling can achieve a net reduction in environmental effect. As a result, 

scientific understanding regarding the effects of traction battery recycling has sparked a lot of 

interest, and it can help government agencies enhance present battery regulations. Using 

theoretical calculation data, researchers calculated the environmental impacts of traction recycling 

batteries, but came up with various answers. The former concluded that both hydrometallurgical 

and direct recycling of lithium manganese oxide (LMO) LIB can significantly reduce life cycle 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (up to 54 % compared to no recycling), whereas they latter 

concluded that only direct recycling of nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) LIB and nickel 

cobalt oxide (NCA) LIB can achieve a visible reduction of GHG emission, which cannot be 

significantly reduced by hydrometallurgical and pyrometallurgical technology. Based on 

European industry data, it was claimed that by optimizing the recycling process, pyrometallurgical 

recycling technology might provide large net environmental benefits [69]. 

 
Although the environmental impacts of traction battery recycling have been quantified in recent 

life cycle assessment (LCA) studies, there are still substantial uncertainties. Furthermore, China, 

which is one of the world's major producers and customers of electric vehicles, has received little 

attention. The benefits of traction battery recycling were researched in China, although the 

statistics utilized were estimates. Furthermore, these studies gave less attention to other 

environmental aspects such as resource depletion and toxicity substance emissions, which are 

both key requirements in determining environmental impact. Furthermore, these studies do not 

take into consideration future recycling technology situations, making them unable to provide 

prospective knowledge to stakeholders [70][71]. 

For battery recycling companies around the world, two mature methods (pyrometallurgical and 

hydrometallurgical recycling) are currently available. Because it is simple to operate and has a 

high productivity, pyrometallurgical recycling is frequently used in companies like Umicore, 

Inmetco, Accurec, and Glencore. Hydrometallurgical recycling is commonly utilized in China because 

it has a high recovery efficiency and requires a low-temperature operating environment (Brunp, Huayou 

Cobalt, GEM, and GHTECH) [72]. 

 
We are discussing about the environmental consequences of recycling traction LIBs and 
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making batteries out of recycled materials. The essential procedures, materials, and other 

aspects that have a significant impact on the overall impacts of traction LIB recycling have 

been discovered. The analysis will provide scientific knowledge to stakeholders such as EV 

recyclers and manufacturers, policymakers, environmental researchers, and non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs), and will aid in the management of EOL traction LIBs. Iron phosphate 

(LFP) LIB and nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) LIB are two extensively produced and 

used traction LIBs in China [73]. 

 
Because the design of the battery pack is exceptionally complicated and diverse, there is a lack 

of data on its mass and composition, the effects of LIB recycling and manufacture are studied 

at the cell level. Hydrometallurgical recycling technology, which is a commercially available 

process, and direct recycling technology. From the study of [2], they described the system 

boundary of the life cycle of traction LIB, and four stages are included: manufacturing, use, 

collection, and recycling. While, considering the use phase was the same for virgin or second 

LIB, which was not considered in their study. The LIBs recycling and manufacturing LCIs in 

their study were primarily derived from relevant firms and expert estimates in China. 

Ecoinvent 3.7 was used to model upstream processes such were resource extraction, raw 

material production, energy generation, transportation, and infrastructure [74]. 

 

  4.2.1 Traction Battery Recycling 

All the processes were modeled in openLCA 1.10. and considered Two recycling firms, one in 

Hunan province with an NMC recycling capacity of 100 kt/year and the other in Jiangxi 

province with an LFP recycling capacity of 25 kt/year, provided the principal LCIs for 

hydrometallurgical recycling technology. As indicated in Fig. 14, hydrometallurgical 

technology involves two basic processes: mechanical and chemical. 
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Fig. 14. The system boundary of the life cycle of lithium-ion traction battery manufacturing and 

recycling. 

 
The mechanical method for NMC and LFP is similar in that traction batteries are dismantled 

manually to obtain battery cells. The battery cells are then automatically crushed into tiny bits, 

which are then dried using natural gas to breakdown and evaporate the electrolyte. The pieces 

are then sorted into several components using the air classification method, including black 

powder for the next chemical step, metal scraps such as aluminum (Al) and copper (Cu) for 

reuse, and non-recyclable solids (separator and other general wastes) for disposal. For the two 

types of batteries, the chemical process is different. For NMC, the leaching process involves 

mixing black powder with H2SO4 in an aqueous solution at a specific temperature, then 

separating the leaching residues. The recovering efficiency of lithium is estimated to be 82% 

for LFP and 80% for NMC. The recovering efficiency of Al and Cu is estimated to be 90% for 

LFP and NMC, while it is also 90% for Mn, Co, and Ni [2]. Because direct recycling is 

laboratory-scale method, the LCI is derived from published literature and scaled into the 

functional unit. Direct recycling also necessitates the dismantling of the battery, crushing of 

the cell, and separation of the deteriorated active powder. The relithiation technique is 
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subsequently applied to the deteriorated active powder. The powder is first relithiated with 

LiOH before being combined with Li2CO3 solution for LFP. To make recycled cathode 

materials, the relithiated powder is dried and calcined. For NMC, the powder is relithiated with 

LiOH and then washed with water to remove any remaining LiOH. The dried and calcined 

relithiated powder is then used to make recycled cathode materials. For cathode materials, 

such as LiFePO4 for LFP and LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 for NCM, the recovery efficiency is 

anticipated to reach 90% [75]. 

 
  4.2.2 Traction Battery Manufacturing 

The primary LCIs for battery manufacturing were obtained by consulting employees at two 

manufacturing companies in Anhui for NMC and Shandong for LFP, respectively, with 

manufacturing capacities of 2.7 and 1.6 GWh/year [2]. Cathode, anode, separator, electrolyte, 

and cell container are the five components of a battery cell. The cathode is made up of an Al 

foil positive collector and a layer of positive electrode paste, which is made up of positive 

active material, a small quantity of binder, and black carbon. LiFePO4 for LFP and 

LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 for NMC are the positive materials. A Cu foil collector is covered 

with a negative electrode paste comprised of graphite, black carbon, and a little quantity of 

binder on the anode. To prepare the electrode paste, combine the solvents N-methyl-2- 

pyrrolidone for the positive electrode and deionized water for the negative electrode to make a 

slurry that is then applied to the collectors and evaporated. The cathode and anode electrodes 

are reduced to size and winded with the separator to produce the cell stacks after manufacture. 

The tabs are welded, and the stacks are put into the -based cell container. After washing, the 

cell is finally filled with electrolyte and sealed. 

 
  4.2.3 Material reuse scenario 

Recent studies [2] established a closed-loop recycling scenario, in which recovered material 

was used as a substitute for raw resources to avoid the negative effects of the main production 

route. Assuming all metal compounds for battery manufacture came entirely from 
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recycled retired batteries in this scenario. As a result, the number of retired batteries needed to 

recover appropriate metal compounds was calculated using eq: 

𝑄 = 1/𝛽 

where Q (dimensionless) is the required quantity of retired LIBs, and β is the materials' 

recovery efficiency. The hydrometallurgical recovered metal compounds (NiSO4, CoSO4, 

MnSO4, and Li2CO3) would go into the precursor mix phase in this scenario, while the direct 

recovered active materials would go into the cathode production step Fig14. Before being 

reused, reclaimed aluminum and copper wastes need be purified and treated. 

 
  4.2.4 Transport 

Raw materials and retired batteries are transported to manufacturers and recyclers as part of 

the transportation process. Because China has the most established traction LIB supply chain, 

from resource extraction to battery manufacture and recycling, it has been assumed that all 

transportations (except for ores mining) occurred within China [76]. Because the types of 

transportation and distances are still unknown due to the various suppliers, the approach used 

by [2] is to propose a baseline transportation scenario in which the retired batteries and 

required materials are first transported by freight rail and then by a freight lorry with a 32-ton 

load capacity. The transport distance was calculated using China's average transport distance, 

which is 688 km for rail freight and 174 km for road freight, respectively [77]. 
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5. Methodology 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a quantitative and qualitative analysis tool for determining 

the environmental impact of products, processes, and activities across their entire life cycle. 

The most important thing is to examine the situation. Energy usage and its potential 

environmental impact acquisition of raw resources, manufacture, and use of products to 

resource recycling, and explain the evaluation's findings, as well as make recommendations for 

energy savings and emission reduction reductions and environmental improvements. 

LCA is based on well-established processes that follow worldwide best practices. The 

approach is then highly strict and difficult, as it requires knowledge of various characteristics 

and considers the full-chain process from raw material extraction to device production, usage, 

consumption, and disposal. For this reason, precise information (such as market development) 

and possible envisioned scenarios are required to simulate the environmental impacts of 

materials in terms of energy flows, emissions, and waste streams over the course of a product's 

whole life cycle. Indeed, there are few research on LCA of technologies for LIBs recovery in 

the literature, and most of them are focused to a single procedure [94]. 

According to ISO 14040 Life cycle assessment – Principles and framework (1998), LCA 

consists of  four stages: 

1. Goal and scope definition 

Describe the system to be studied such as the product, process or activity, determine the goal 

of the study, and describe the scope including impact assessment methodology and system 

boundaries. 

2. Life cycle inventory analysis (LCI) 

Identify and quantify relevant inputs and outputs to the system. These may include the use of 

resources and releases to air, water and land associated with the system. 

3. Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) 

Associate inventory data with specific environmental impacts. Evaluate the significance of 

potential environmental impacts using the results of the LCI. 

4. Life cycle interpretation 

Interpret the results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment phases in relation to the 

objectives of the study. Provide conclusions and recommendations. 
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A life cycle assessment (LCA) is a method for determining a product's environmental impact 

throughout its life cycle activities. By identifying the process with the greatest impact, LCA 

can assist in improving the product's sustainable design. As a result, it has become a key tool 

for establishing a foundation for policy decisions [95]. While the quality of an LCA is largely 

determined by the data upon which it is based, primary data are necessary to eliminate 

uncertainty caused by a lack of knowledge about the products under consideration. Currently, 

LCAs focus on gathering primary data for onsite production processes, which is how it is 

usually done. However, LCAs typically gather data for upstream processes from sources 

including as models, LCA databases, and published literature [96]. 

 

 5.1 Impact assessment methodology 
 

The results of the life cycle inventory are transformed into mid-point level indicators to 

characterize the impacts of resource consumption and pollutant discharge to assess the 

environmental profile [2]. Four indicators have been used in their study:  

• Global warming potential (GWP):  It is a measure of how much energy a ton of a 

gas will absorb over a specific length of time in comparison to a ton of carbon dioxide 

emissions (CO2). The greater the GWP, the more a given gas heats the Earth in 

comparison to CO2 during that time period. The time period usually used for GWPs is 

100 years. 

• Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) :  To analyze the environmental performance of 

a unit manufacturing process, the concept of cumulative energy demand may be used, 

which includes not only the direct energy usage during the process, but also the 

indirect energy (i.e., embodied energy) owing to material consumption. It may also 

provide a complete evaluation technique for process strategy. 

•   Mineral Depletion Potential (MDP):  Mineral depletion potential is one of the 

factors considered in LCAs. It refers to the amount of energy produced via 

nonrenewable resources. It is also an indicator of the effects on mineral resources, 

which play a significant role in limiting the expansion of the battery sector. 

•  Human Toxicity potential (HTP): The Human Toxicity Potential (HTP) is a 

quantitative toxic equivalency potential (TEP) that was originally created to express 
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the potential harm of a unit of chemical released into the environment. HTP considers 

both inherent toxicity and general source-to-dose relationships for pollutant emissions. 

 

The GWP and CED were used because of their connection to climate change, which has 

sparked widespread controversy among scientists and the public. MDP is an indicator that 

shows the effects on mineral resources, which are also a major impediment to the growth of 

the battery sector. Furthermore, the implications of harmful material emissions are examined 

in HTP [79]. The GWP is based on the IPCC report (IPCC, 2014), while the last three 

indicators are from the IMPACT World+ database [78]. 

By understanding the importance of the above mentioned indexes, we compared the result of 

the [2] with different studies results. The main purpose of comparing it with other studies 

results are to identified the reduction in the GWP and energy consumptions, used for recycling 

process. As some authors used only virgin materials, while some authors used 

Hydrometallurgical recycling technology and some used Direct recycling technology  .We can 

see the difference clearly by comparing the result of GWP and energy consumptions to others 

studies. As  main aim of [2] is on using Direct recycling method which causes a large 

reduction in the energy consumption with respect to others and it is also known that the 

recovered materials required more material inputs and more energy during their virgin 

production.  
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6. Results and discussion 
 6.1 Environmental impacts of traction LIB recycling 

From the studies taken as a reference [2], the traction battery cells under consideration (Fig. 

14) described the process impacts (positive value) and avoided impacts (negative value) of the 

two recycling processes. The material and energy inputs, which are heavily influenced by the 

chemical process, are the principal sources of process impacts. In the case of LFP, there is no 

noticeable difference between hydrometallurgical and direct technology in terms of process 

impacts. In the case of NMC, the hydrometallurgical technology has bigger process impacts 

than the direct technology in all impact categories, with ratios of 1.9, 2.4, 1.4, and 1.5 for 

GWP, CED, MDP, and HTP, respectively. The main reason was that the hydrometallurgical 

approach required additional resources (such as sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid) and 

energies in the chemical process to remove metal components from the NMC cathode. In 

comparison, there was no statistically significant difference between the two methods when it 

came to the process consequences of LFP recycling. 

The avoided impacts, which relate to the recycling benefits derived from recovered materials, 

are heavily reliant on the impacts experienced during their primary manufacture. It has been 

discovered that the direct technology's evaluated consequences are much more than those of 

the hydrometallurgical technology for a certain battery cell (Fig. 15). This is because the active 

materials recovered by the former are byproducts of the metal compounds (e.g., lithium, 

cobalt, nickel, and manganese) recovered by the latter, which necessitate extra inputs and 

hence have greater impacts during the manufacturing process. 
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Fig. 15. Environmental impacts of two analyzed recycling technologies for the two lithium- ion 

traction batteries: (a) global warming potential, (b) cumulative energy demand, (c) abiotic resource 

depletion, and (d) human toxicity potential. HRT: hydrometallurgical recycling technology. DRT: 

direct recycling technology. Here, lithium, nickel, manganese, and cobalt refer to the corresponding 

metal compounds. 

 
The net impact of LIB recycling is calculated by subtracting the process impacts from the 

recycling benefits. Negative net impacts can be achieved for the four impact categories of the 

examined battery cells, as shown in Fig. 15. It shows that LIB recycling, using any of the two 

technologies, offers net environmental advantages in terms of carbon emissions, resource 

usage, and toxic chemical emissions. Direct technology provides bigger net benefits than 

hydrometallurgical technology for a given cell type, especially for NMC, with the biggest net 

recycling benefits of the investigated impact categories, due to comparatively low process 

inputs and high avoided impacts. However, in comparison to hydrometallurgical technology, 

direct technology is an unproven method that has only been tested in the lab and may not be 

suitable for changing cathode materials [2]. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/global-warming-potential
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/resource-depletion
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/resource-depletion
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 6.2 Environmental impacts of material reusing 
The environmental consequences per kg of traction LIB generation were determined by the 

[2], utilizing virgin and recycled materials, as shown in Fig, 16 for the primary production. 

LFP cell manufacturing generally causes smaller environmental impacts per kg, which is 

36%, 45%, 50%, and 28% lower than NMC cell for GWP, CED, MDP, and HTP, respectively. 

The differences stem from the cathode material, which accounts for over 37%–43% and 50% 

of the manufacturing impacts for LFP and NMC cells, respectively. Metal compounds (such as 

nickel, manganese, and cobalt) are present in the precursor of NMC cathode, which need more 

material and energy to process than the iron phosphate precursor used in LFP cathode, 

resulting in greater environmental implications during manufacture. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP), the solvent used in cathode manufacture, is another significant contributor, accounting 

for 13–16 % of GWP and 16–20 % of energy requirement, depending on battery cells. 

 
The energy used in manufacturing is another significant contributor to GWP and CED for the 

LIB cells under consideration, particularly for LFP, where the shares are projected to be 41% 

and 34%, respectively. As for MDP and HTP, the anode material is the second-largest 

contributor, sharing 46% and 33% for LFP and 36% and 30% for NMC, respectively. The 

reason for this is the widespread use of copper as an anode electrode substrate, which has a 

significant influence on toxicity and resource depletion. Only a small percentage of all effect 

categories are caused by transportation (Fig. 15). Transportation accounts for less than 0.5% of 

GWP, CED, and MDP cell types, and 1.2–1.6 % of HTP cell types. 

 
For both the recycling technologies and the two battery chemistries, there are decreases in 

manufacturing impacts in all impact categories when recycled materials are used as inputs 

instead of virgin materials (Fig. 15.). GWP and CED reduction potentials for LFP are 

projected to be 7–13 % and 4–10 %, respectively, depending on recycling methods, but MDP 

and HTP have much lower reduction potentials (17–30 % and 42–58 %, respectively). 

Similarly, reusing materials in NMC manufacturing has lower GWP and CED reduction 

potentials (14–27 cent and 20–34 %, respectively) than MDP and HTP (39–54 % and 56–64 

%). The fundamental reason for this is that, as a significant contributor to GWP and CED, 

manufacturing energy cannot be reduced through recycling. MDP and HTP, on the other hand, 
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may be greatly decreased by reusing copper in anode material, which accounts for a significant 

percentage of both effect categories (Fig. 16c-16d).

 

 

 
 
 

Fig.16 . Environmental impacts of the production of lithium-ion traction batteries using virgin and recycled 

materials: (a) global warming potential, (b) cumulative energy demand, (c) abiotic resource depletion, and 

(d) human toxicity potential. HRT: Using recycled materials by hydrometallurgical technology. DRT: 

Using recycled materials by direct technology. 

 
 

In compared to hydrometallurgical recycling, adopting direct recycling materials in cell 

manufacture might provide a higher reduction potential of impacts in all circumstances, as 

shown in Fig. 16. The additional benefits gained by direct recycling are especially substantial 

for LFP. Using GWP and CED as an example, hydrometallurgical recycling can reduce 

emissions by 7% and 4%, respectively, while direct recycling can cut emissions by 12% and 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/global-warming-potential
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/resource-depletion
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10%. Correspondingly, for NMC, the differences of reduction potential among 

hydrometallurgical and direct recycling are also substantial, particularly for MDP (39% versus 

54%) and HTP (55% versus 64%). 

 
  6.2.1 Comparison with previous studies 

By comparing the reference study with the different studies, the results of existing LIBs LCA 

studies are reviewed, including energy density, GHG emissions, and cumulative energy 

demand of manufacturing and recycling for LFP and NMC. 

[80][81][82][83][84][85][86][87][88][89][70][90][91][71][92]. 

 
As Table 4 shows, the result of [2], GHG emission for LFP and NMC manufacturing (14.2 and 

19.4 kg CO2 eq/kg) are in the midrange of literature estimates (7.3–24.0 and 8.9–30.5 kg CO2 

eq/kg), while [2], estimates of energy requirements (214.8 and 310.7 MJ/kg) are in the upper 

end of the range of the existing results for LFP and NMC (64.4–222.6 and 70.4–314.9 MJ/kg). 

The large range of the existing results can be attributed to the differences in battery design, 

data source of the supply-chain process (i.e. material production and cell manufacturing), and 

assumption scopes. For examples [87], provides the lowest estimates of GHG emissions Using 

a top-down technique that combines modeling battery design and literature information, , 

which may overlook some facts that would have a significant impact on the results. For 

example, their study avoids the use of 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) as a solvent in the 

manufacturing of positive electrode paste, which is projected to emit 2.2 and 2.6 kg CO2 eq/kg 

for LFP and NMC, respectively. 

 
 

Table 4. Comparison of GWP and CED results between reference case and previous studies. 
 

 
Study Process 

consideredd 
Specific 

energy 
(kWh/kg) 

 
GHG emission (kg CO2/kg) 

 
Energy consumption (MJ/kg) 

   Virgin HRTa DRTb Virgin HRTa DRTb 
LFP  
[80] M 0.100 17.0      

            [81] M 0.088 22.0   205.0   

[83] M     80.0   

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/global-warming-potential
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[84] M+T+R     64.4 -6.5  

[87] M+T+R 0.100 7.3 0.9 1.7 98.0 5.0 17.0 

[89] M+T+R 0.065 24.0   222.6   

[90] M+R 0.108 10.9 -0.4     

[2] M+T+R 0.120 14.2 -1.0 -1.7 214.8 -8.4 -21.4 
 

NMC  
[81] M 0.112 22.0   209.0   
[82] M 0.174 30.5   103.9   
[83] M     110.0   
[84] M+T+R     70.4 -12.2  
[85] M+T+R 0.080 11.1   120.0   
[88] M+T+R 0.065 20.4 -1.6  314.9 -24  
[87] M+T+R 0.210 8.9 -0.9 -0.6 120.0 -17 -13 
[90] M+R 0.170 12.8 -2.8     
[71] M+R 0.164 11.3 -0.8  163.8 -14.0  
[91] M+T+R 0.120 12.1 -3.6  126.3 -18.0  
[92] R   -2.1   -33.5  

[2] M+T+R 0.150 19.4 -2.7 -5.4 310.7 -62.7 - 
106.6 

(a HRT =  Hydrometallurgical recycling technology ;b   
DRT = Direct recycling technology;   c Cylindrical cell with US average electricity grid data. ;  d M 

=  Manufacturing;  T =  Technology;  R =  Recycling) 
 

 

Some researches have looked into the impact of recycling on the battery production process 

(Table 4). [87] calculated both hydrometallurgical and direct technology for LFP and 

concluded that recycling would not provide benefits but would increase the burden in terms of 

GHG emissions and energy demand. This is owing to the absence of a mechanical recycling 

process, in which electrode materials (Al and Cu foil) can be recovered and significant 

environmental implications avoided. Hydrometallurgical recycling would be estimated to 

enhance impacts for both the reference study [2] and [90] if this proportion was excluded. As 

a result, existing study revealed that LFP recycling will not considerably lower GHG 

emissions or energy demand, particularly in the chemical recycling of lithium compounds. 

In comparison, existing studies provide larger estimates of the reduction potential of NMC 

recycling than those of LFP, that is, −0.8 to −3.6 kg CO2 eq/kg versus −1.7 to 1.7 kg CO2 

eq/kg for GHG emission and − 12.2 to −106.6 MJ/kg versus −21.4 to 17.0 MJ/kg for energy 

demand. It's not surprising, because, as previously said, NMC reusing recovered material 

needs greater energy and materials inputs during virgin manufacture, resulting in significant 
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recycling benefits. The benefits of NMC recycling, according to the [2], are substantially 

greater than in earlier research, particularly in terms of energy demand. The main reason is the 

differences in upstream LCI data sources used [87] the GREET model to calculate the energy 

demand factor of Co compound, which is substantially lower than the figure used in the study 

(121 MJ/kg against 753 MJ/kg) derived from the Ecoinvent 3.6 database. The two figures 

correspond to the lower and top limits of a range (216-399 MJ/kg) described in a recent LCA 

focusing on Co production in China [93]. Furthermore, [87] utilized a factor of US mix 

electricity that is substantially lower than the Chinese mix employed in the [2] analysis (6.83 

versus 9.75 MJ/kg). As a result, more efforts should be made to increase the quality of battery 

recycling LCA by increasing the LCI's reliability for upstream inputs. 
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7. Conclusion 

LIBs are becoming increasingly important because to their interconnection and mobility. The 

demand for more efficient and sustainable LIBs will increase in the future years as electric 

mobility develops. The price of scarce elements like as cobalt, nickel, and lithium, to mention a 

few, rises because of this increase in demand. From an environmental standpoint, mining, 

extraction, and purifying of these metals to battery-grade quality are extremely harmful. Despite 

the considerable work necessary to manufacture those LIBs, the valuable materials involved are 

landfilled and become irrecoverable after only a few years. To make this situation worse, the 

ecosystem is further harmed because electronic garbage, which includes LIBs, being one of the 

most damaging on the planet. 

As the demand of lithium in automotive industry is increasing over the past years, so the 

extraction of lithium will simultaneously be increasing as well. So, as predicted the increase in 

the production of Li-ion batteries as well as their impact on the environment, has given rise to 

major worries about the potential implications and impacts. One of the major contributors of 

lithium is extraction from brine, which required a lot of fresh water for obtaining some quantity 

of lithium, resulting major loss in the depleting of the natural aquifers on which the residents 

rely. Extraction through brines also causing toxicity to plants and animal life. 

As a result, battery recycling is critical economically and environmentally obligation. Before 

removing batteries, recyclers suggest providing them a second life. Just at time of disposal, 

most cells retained more than half of their initial capacity. They are far from worthless. 

Powertrains for low-speed vehicles, as well as home and industrial energy storage, are examples 

of second life uses. When they reach the end of their useful life, they can be disassembled to 

retrieve their pretty useful components and materials. At this point, the battery state is being 

evaluated to choose the best recycling method. However, the overall benefits of direct 

technology exceed those from hydrometallurgical technology due to fewer chemical 

requirements and less influence from recovered materials in the earlier. 

The results indicate that traction LIB recycling can have significant net environmental benefits 

for both LFP and NMC in terms of lowering carbon emissions and human hazards, as well as 

mitigating resource depletion, indicating a promising future for EOL traction battery 

management. As a result, creating chemical-free recycling technology is essential to 

maximizing the sustainability of battery recycling. 
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The direct reuse of recycled products in traction LIB production would result in a reduction in 

all the environmental concerns examined. However, the potential for reduction varies 

depending on the impact category. Manufacturing with recovered materials would have a 

substantially lower reduction potential for GWP and energy demand than it would for mineral 

depletion and toxic substance emissions because of unavoidable metal compounds and energy 

demand in primary manufacture. A full supply chain management strategy, in addition to 

recycling, is needed to increase the sustainability of traction LIBs, including use of cleaner 

electricity, the development of metal-free battery types, and the incorporation of directly 

recovered material in battery manufacture. The comparison research reveals that there is 

significant variety among the available literature results given by differences in traction LIB 

design, LCI sources of supply-chain process, and assumption scopes. 
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